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ABSTRACT

A child contains human right, including those employing adult, children do not have much to think about and take concrete steps. In Indonesian, laws relating to Positive Law, is The Law No. 23 of 2002 on Child Protection have been amended by Law No. 35 of 2014 on Child Protection, which is very significant in reducing the level of violence against children. Legal protection for Children begins early in the womb birth. In its development there are children are in the environment is full of violence. Various social deviations that occur in the community more and most of the children. So that the perpetrators of violence do not feel deterred and no longer do the crime.
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INTRODUCTION

A child as one of the human resources and the future generation, it should get special attention from the government, in order to develop the child to achieve a strong human resources and quality. In connection with the child guidance necessary legal infrastructure to anticipate any problem that arise. Speaking of children, is very important thing for a child is a potential human fate on the day to come, and it was he who should participate in the history of the nation as well as mirror the attitude of the nation in the future (Magfur, 2003; Krisnawati, 2005; Mangku & Yuliartini, 2021).

The Law No. 23 of 2002 on child protection or Article 1(1) of Law No. 35 of 2014 on the amendment of the Act No. 23 of 2002 on the protection of children is a child is a person under 18 (eighteen) years old, including children who are still in the womb. Article 28 B (2) UUD 1945 Constitution states that every child has the right to live, grow and develop and are entitle to protection from violence and discrimination (Seokanti, 1984; Krisnawati, 2005; Krisna, 2018).

Violence is often performed in conjunction with one of the forms of crime, violence can be done by force or threat of violence carried out or what tools were used, each depending on cases that arise. Actions can be happen to anyone, whether male or female, from children to adults, especially if the violence occurs within the scope of household, often violence is called the hidden crime (crime hidden) so called because the perpetrators an victims attempted to conceal such actions from public view, sometimes also referred to domestic violence.

Violence against children is a problem that is quite complex, because it has a serious negative impact, both for the victim and his social environment. In general violence is defined as an action taken another individual to individual resulting in physical or mental disorders (Sholihah, 2018; Arliman, 2017; Hasibuan, 2019).

Some previous studies confirmed that there are several reasons children become victims of violence that is still many people do not know exactly the rights of children. So that the child is considered under the authority of the parents and can be treated according to the will of the parents. Thought there are the rights of children to know their parents. One of them is the right to be protected. The next Cause is happening in society due to various factors including education and the economy. With a low parental education, they do not fully understand their rights (Wiyono, Arofa, Wulansari, & Susanto, 2020; Aprilianda, 2017; Faridah & Afiyani, 2019).

The impact of violence against children are most felt that the traumatic experience that stubborn in children, which can lead to other problems of physical, psychological, and social. The definition of child is and individual who
has not attained the age of 18 years. Therefore, violence against children is an act that is done a person / individual to those who have not reached the age of 18 who cause physical and or mental condition impaired.

METHOD

The research method aims to study one or more of the symptoms by analyzing road and by instituting a deep examination of the facts and then seeking a solution to the problem posed by the fact. The method can be used to analyze, learn, and understand, the circumstances at hand, so that the research method itself is a very important factor in study. This paper carried a normative, where due to the concerns of researchers looked at events that often happen to children where the children are an asset in the development of the nation. Researchers looked at how legal product that is made on whether legislation can reduce, minimize or eliminate further violence incidents to children. This study uses normative legal research (Soekanto, 2008; Abdulkadir, 2004; Maulana, 2000). This study uses secondary data from primary legal materials sourced from legislation that is used as well as articles that related with this write.

1. Approach and Personality Research Methods Normative approach, is identified as a norm of law rules or the Act (the act). While the nature of a descriptive study to look at law in the real sense, and examine how the working of the law in society.

2. Types and Sources of Data Research uses literature research. By means of legal materials, in an effort to produce arguments, theories and concepts as prescriptions in solving problems. Sources of data in research using primary legal materials, and materials secondary Law. This will examine the effectiveness of a Law.

LEGAL PROTECTION AGAINST CHILDREN

Within the scope of Indonesian Dictionary, the definition of a child that can be concluded is that offspring are both, which means that from a ma and a woman giving birth, in which offspring are biologically derived from egg man then multiply in the woman uterus in the form of a woman’s womb and than in due course give birth to offspring. According Supomo in Nandang Sambas (2003: 1) a child is from infancy to childhood past, namely from birth until the age of 12 years. However, due to know theirs adolescence, then after childhood is over, a child can not be categorized as an adult, but rather just a teenager. In legislation, there are various descriptions about the definition of a child. According to Law
No. 35 of 2014 on the Amendment of Act Number 23 of 2002 on child Protection states that the child is a person under 18 (eighteen) years old, including an unborn child. Later in Act No. 39 of 1999 about Human Rights in Pasal 1 ayat 5 states that a child means every human being below the age of 18 (eighteen) years old and unmarried, including children who are still in the womb when it is in his interest, and it is in line with the Regional Regulation of Semarang No. 5 of 2016 on chapter 1 pasal 14, that child is a person under 18 years old, including the unborn child.

Children are the next generation of a nation, then the child also has a right that must be recognized and protected by the state. The rights of children are also part of human rights even though the child still in the womb of a mother. The following are the rights of children according to same legislation in force in Indonesian, among others:

1. Law No. 4 of 1979 on Child Welfare
2. Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights

The background of the issuance of Law No. 23 of 2002 on the protection of children is due to the State of Indonesian which ensures the well-being of each of its citizens, including the protection of children’s rights that constitute Human Rights as contained in the 1945 constitution and the UN convention on children’s rights, Law 23 of 2002 was amended by Act 35 of 2014, the reasons do change and renewal for Law No. 23 of 2002 has not been able to be a tool to prevent violence against children and protect children’s rights. Explanation of Law 23 of 2002 on the protection of children said although Law No. 39 on Human Rights has been included on children’s rights, implementation of the obligations and responsibilities. It is reiterated thought Law No. 35 of 2014 using the 1945 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (Convention on the Right of the Child), which was ratified by the Indonesian government through Presidential Decree No. 36 of 1990. Through Law No. 35 of 2014, aim to provide protection against Indonesian children from all forms of discrimination and violence is emphasized. UU No. 35 of 2014 has added a definition of violence that previously did not exist in the Law No. 23 of 2002. The purpose of the law on child protection is to protect the child from all forms of physical, emotional, social, and sexual, neglect, acts of harm, exploitation, and economic (Zahra & Sularto, 2017; Nugraha, Izzaty, & Putri, 2019).

Then, what is meant by the protection of children them selves are all efforts aimed to prevent, rehabilitate and empower children who experience acts abuse,
exploitation and neglect in order to ensure the survival and development of the child fairly, both physical and social (Soeady & Zulfikhair, 2014: 4). Child protection is an entire community efforts and activities in a variety of notch position and role are fully aware of the importance of children for the country in the future (Adebayo, 2020; Wangi, 2017; Octaviana, 2019). It is generally known that child protection is all the work done to create condition so that every child can exercise the rights and obligations for the development and growth of children is reasonably good physical, mental and social, including the education rights (Putri & Iswari, 2021; Sulistiyono, Arifin, Sumardiana, & Ramada, 2019).

The problem child is not a small problem, but the children are the next generation of the nation and state (Syuhada, 2020; Aji, 2019). Factors that support services to child victims of crime, it was reaffirmed by Arif Gosita are as follows:
1. The desire to expand fair treatment of children and improving the welfare of children.
2. Welfare laws to support the implementation of services to child victims of crime.
3. Means that can be used to bring services to children as crime victims (Gosita, 2014)

Therefore, an obligation for the older generation to ensure, maintain, and secure the interests of the child. Maintenance, warranty, and safeguard the interests should be done by those who nurture the family (Anggriani, 2020; Wibowo, 2020; Putri, 2019). Viewed from theory of Legal Protection, child protection is a business that held the circumstances that enable the implementation of children’s as victims in accordance to Law No. 35 of 2014 contained in Article 64 (3), that children as victims get:
1. Rehabilitation of both the institution and outside the institution.
2. Safeguards and the preaching of identity through mass media to avoid labeling.
CHILDREN AS VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE

Violence is a threat or use of physical force to inflict damage on others. In connection with the violence, social learning theory explains that children learn new behaviors through observation of the models, imitate and practice into real behavior.

Violence in various forms the motif of some behaviors Indonesian culture that until now the mainstream that reduced values national identify and gives the impression of how climate solidarity humans has not been fully able to have a personality instrospective political, economic and social personality of the nations and give an impression of how climate solidarity humans has not been fully able to have a personality instrospective, politically, economically and socially (Magfur, 2003). M Marwan and Jimmy (2009) stated that violence is nature or characterized by hard, resulting in injury or death of another person to physical damage, or goods or correcions. Violence had become familiar with the daily life of our society. Conflict resolution is always accompaied by acts of violence. The acts of violence that often occurs not only done by individuals as members of society, but also by the state.

1. Shape Forms of Violence

Violence crime in the code of penal (penal code), the settings are not united in a special chapter, but separated in a particular chapter. Violent crime in the criminal code DAPT classified as follows (Susilo, 1991).

1) Crimes against the life of another Article 338-350 of the Criminal Code
2) Crime malteatment Article 351-358 of the Criminal Code
3) Crimes such as burglary, hold-up, robbery of Article 365 of the Criminal Cide
4) Crimes againts decency, Particulary Article 285 of the Criminal Code
5) Crimes that cause death or injury negligence, Article 359-367

Under the Criminal Code classification forms of violence are divided into there categories as stated by Galtung (1992), namely:

a. Physical violence is the most easily recognizable, this kind of violence category is throwing, kicking, hitting/ slapping, choking, pushing, biting, banging, threatened whit sharp objects an so on. Victims of this kind of violence is usually looked directly on the physical casualties such as bruising, bleeding, fractures, fainting and other forms of the condition is more severe. Real violence that can be seen, felt by the body, untul the removal of a person's life.
b. Psychic Violence of this kind is not so easy to recognize, as a result of the perceived victim did not leave scars clearly visible to others. The impact of this violence will affect the situation of feeling unsafe and uncomfortable, the decline in self-esteem and dignity of victims, concrete manifestation of violence or violation of this type is the use of harsh words, abuse of trust, humiliate in front of others or in public, make threats with words and so on. Due to such behavior are usually the victims will feel inferior, insecure, fell worthless and weak in decision making. Violence which aims at spiritual or soul that can reduce or even eliminate the ability of normal people. Example: lies, brainwashing, threats and pressure.

c. Sexual violence in the form of mistreatment from others, activities that lead to pornography, sayings porn and prostitution involving children in the process and so forth. Included in this category are all actions that appear in the form of coercion or threatening to have sexual intercourse, to torture or cruel acts and leave, including those belonging to the age of the children. After conducting sexual relations any behavior that leads to acts of sexual abuse against children Abik at school, in the family, and the environment around the child’s residence included in the category of violence (Erdianti & Al-Fatih, 2019; Latifiani, 2019; Setiawan, Saifunuha, Kautsar, & Wulandari, 2019).

2. Violence Against Children

In terms of child abuse known to abuse. Abuse is a word usually translated into violent persecution, torture or mistreatment. In this case Richard J. Gelles defines child abuse as “Internationa act that result in physical or emotional harm to Children. The term child abuse covers a wide range of behavior, from actual physical assault by parents or other adult caretakers to neglect at a child's basic needs” (Huraerah, 2006).

Meanwhile Barker defines violence against children is the hurt of repeated physical and emotional abuse of child dependency, via urges, corporal punishment are uncontrollable, degradation and insults permanent or sexual violence, usually done by parents or others should care for the child. (Wahid, 2001).

Marzuki Umar Sa’abah argued (child abuse) is an act against a child in a way that consciously or not resulting in disturbing the growth process of children. That can lead to physical disability, mental and even death in children (Saba’ah, 2006). Forms of Violence against Children Types of violence against children (Yanti, et.al, 2006) as follows:

1) Physical violence is an act that causes pain or the potential to cause pain that is done by others, can occur once or repeatedly as being hit, kicked, slapped, piched, hit with a hard object, dried in the sun.
2) Sexual violence is the involvement of children in sexual activities that are not understood as mistreatment from others, activities that lead to pornography, saying porn, sexual immorality and promiscuity in children who do others with no responsibility, levels encourage or forcing a child to engage in sexual activity which is unlawful as involved in prostitution.

3) Psychological violence is anything that can cause delays in psychological development of children as word that treaten, frighten, speak ridely, mocked, discriminated againsts, limit social activities and creation.

4) Economic violence (commercial exploitation) is the used of children for work and other activities to wards the needs of the parents or others such as having the child work excessively, plunges children to prostitution for economic interest.

5) Acts pf neglect and abandonment is the indifference of the parents, the person responsible for the child on their needs as neglect on children's helath, abandonment and neglect on children's education, the neglect of the development of emotional, neglect on nutrition, abandonment and neglectin the procision of housing, abandonment conditions of safety on comfort.

While other forms of violence against children as stated by Mufidah (2006) seven most prevalent form of violence, which are as follow:

1) Violence in physical form such as beatings, severe abuse that causes sickness, even death.

2) Psychological violence such as threats, harassment, less pleasant attitude that causes fear, low self-esteem, trauma, depression or crazy.

3) Economic abuse, such as neglect of children.

4) Sexual violence in the form of sexual harassment, sexual abuse and rape.

5) Labor exploitation and the worst forms of child.

6) Commercial sexual exploitation of children.

7) Trafficking (trade) child

Based on the notions of violence that has been described previously, it can be an outline that acts of violence that occur in children has been regulated in Law No. 35 of 2014 in Child Protection.

HOW INDONESIA PROTECTS THE CHILDREN? A LEGAL COMMITMENT ON CHILD PROTECTION

Efforts in violence for children with the formulation of legislation aimed at eliminating discrimination against children, realized with the plan formulation
and passage of legislation which is strongly associated with their interests, therefore the criminal policy against child abuse is one of efforts to implement their formulation. Criminal policies or efforts to combat crime is essentially an integral part of efforts to protect the public (social defense) and efforts to achieve public welfare (social welfare) Hence it can be said that the ultimate goal or primary purpose of the criminal policy is the protection of society to prosper community. Criminal policy is essentially an integral part of social policy.

**CONCLUSION**

This study concluded that the protection of children is a fundamental right that must be obtained by a child, each child entitled to then protection of the family, the community, and the government. In the operation of child protection contained in Law No. 23 of 2002 as amended by Act 35 of 2014 on the protection of children, all parties have an obligation to protect children and defend the rights of the child. Child protection all the efforts made to create conditions so that every child can exercise the rights and obligations for the development and growth of children is reasonably good physical, mental, and social. Child abuse is any act whether intentional or unintentional that can damage the child in the form of physical attacks, mental, social, economic, and sexual abuse of human rights, is contrary to the values and norms in society. Some of the factors triggering violence against children according to the National Child Protection Committee trigger of violence against children that occur include: the family structure, the inheritance of violence from generation to generation, social stress and social isolation, as well as community involvement under. These forms of violence against children, namely: physical abuse, emotional abuse, verbal abuse, sexual violence, and social violence. Basically everyone is prohibited violence in the home for children in the home scope ladder, including one of them physical abuse and if the perpetrator is biological parents then his punishment will be more severe.
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